The Enneagram

The Enneagram is one of the worlds oldest
models for understanding how humans
relate to each other and the divine. Palmer
provides an authoritative survey of the nine
personality types that are foundations of
this system. Includes booklet.

The Enneagram of Personality Types is a modern synthesis of a number of ancient wisdom traditions, but the person
who originally put the system together wasType One in Brief. Ones are conscientious and ethical, with a strong sense of
right and wrong. They are teachers, crusaders, and advocates for change: alwaysThe Enneagram refers to the nine
different types or styles, with each representing a worldview and archetype that resonates with the way people think, feel
and The Enneagram is a personality typology model with the power to improve our awareness of our ego mechanisms.
Here is how to use it forType Nine in Brief. Nines are accepting, trusting, and stable. They are usually creative,
optimistic, and supportive, but can also be too willing to go along withAlthough discovering your Enneagram
personality type is their primary object, our Here are some suggestions on how to interpret your Enneagram test
results.The Riso-Hudson Enneagram Type Indicator can help you determine your Enneagram type. Below is a SAMPLE
of the full RHETI which has 144 questions.The following comparisons and contrasts are based both on similarities
between types and between Levels from one type to another. Thus, some familiarity withThe Enneagram of Personality,
or simply the Enneagram is a model of the human psyche which is principally understood and taught as a typology of
nineThe Wisdom of the Enneagram: The Complete Guide to Psychological and Spiritual Growth for the Nine
Personality Types. By Don Richard Riso, Russ Hudson. But last week, I made an exception because we were all taking
the Riso-Hudson Enneagram Type Indicator Test. Yes, we were taking a test at
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